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n the dark of a still Napier
morning, we cast off before
dawn, pausing to capture the
city lights reflecting off the
Dickey Semifly 32’s flawlessly
finished hull before cruising up the
coast to greet the sunrise.
As in
the clouds
parted momentarily,
n thehues
dark of a still
Napier
Pastel
increased
vibrancy
the 400hp Volvo Penta was
morning, we cast off before
dawn, pausing to capture the
as the Napier
sky lit upunleashed,
andtransforming
the the Dickey
from elegant cruiser into potent
city lights reflecting off the
performer. A burst of turbocharged
Dickey Semifly 32’s flawlessly
Semifly
majestic
torque further engaged the chines,
finished 32’s
hull before
cruising up the presence
lifting the bow clear as the Semifly
coast to greet the sunrise.
switched to “sports
Pastel hues increased
in vibrancy
mesmerised
those
on board
themode”.
And as the shutter clicked away,
as the Napier sky lit up and the
finely-tuned hull
and its mirrorSemifly
32’s majestic
presence thattheplumb
photo
boat.
While
bow
finish reflected the ocean hues, while
mesmerised those on board the
she danced and weaved for the lens.
photo boat. While that plumb bow
caressed
the ocean’s surface,
the
All too soon the camera was packed
caressed the ocean’s surface, the
chines gracefully returned any rising away, the boats came alongside and I
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gracefully
returned
any
stepped across
ontorising
an old flame.
spray back
from where it came.
spray
back from where it came.
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As the clouds parted momentarily, A GOOD TWO YEARS
the 400hp Volvo Penta was
It was only two years ago that I
unleashed, transforming the Dickey
last had the pleasure of reviewing
from elegant cruiser into potent
a Semifly 32 named Tribal for this
performer. A burst of turbocharged
magazine’s nautically-adorned
torque further engaged the chines,
pages. Tribal was outstanding,
lifting the bow clear as the Semifly
yet as renowned innovators and
customised settings for experts,
cruising,
Interestingly,
A GOOD TWO YEARS
everything from the
switched
to “sports mode”.Controlling
customisation
Dickeya comparison of
docked, anchored, gamefishing
the performance/economy figures
tuna tubes to dimming the lights
It was only two years ago that I
and bottom fishing. Selecting the
from recent tests reveals little
can be easily accessed via the twin
last had the pleasure of reviewing
And as the shutter clicked
away,
Boats
found a few ways
to improve
variation in fuel economy. The
Garmin 8012 touchscreens or an app required mode instantly powers on
a Semifly 32 named Tribal for this
the required features with minimal
D6-400 at 3000rpm gave 25.5kts
on your iPad or iPhone.
magazine’s nautically-adorned
the
finely-tuned
hull and its
mirroron excellence
with
boat
fuss. At the end of a voyage,
just new
using
2.01lt/nm, while the D6-370
“CZone
is now standard on our
pages. Tribal
was outstanding,
press a button and the boat will shut
at 3000rpm offered 25.5kts using
launches,” said managing director
yet as renowned innovators and
itself.down as you step off.
1.97lt/nm. But the 400hp offers
Dickey. while
“The entertainment
customisationreflected
experts, Dickey
finish
the ocean Jason
hues,
Matua
The press of another button
extra punch and another 2kts at
system, the electronics and the
Boats found a few ways to improve
the cockpit floor to reveal
WOT (33.2kts vs CZone
31.2kts). Both
engine
are alllens.
integrated and it’s Byopens
on excellence
with new boat
she
danced
and weaved for
the
integrating
Mastervolt’s
the easily accessible Volvo Penta
options, though, will provide an
seamless. It’s a very well-refined
Matua.
D6-400. Matua’s owner opted for the
exceptionally smooth and quiet
system now which works brilliantly.”
By integrating Mastervolt’s CZone
All
too soon the camera was
packed
system,
each Semifly 32
can now
drive.
Individual modes are
system, each Semifly 32 can now
maximum rated power plant – the
An enclosed shower is now part
preprogrammed to suit the owner’s
be fine-tuned to suit your mood
first 400hp installation in a Semifly
away,
boats
and
I include
be fine-tuned
to suit your
mood
of the package
and the brilliant bait
taste in boating
and these
with the merethe
touch of
a button. came alongside
32.
stepped across onto an old flame.
with the mere touch of a button.
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OPPOSITE TOP Bi-fold doors and
windows certainly create a seamless
flow between inside and out.
OPPOSITE bElOW l-r Blindingly
obvious is an excellent interior lighting
system; Wheelhouse space is smartly
utilised, a spacious dinette sits opposite
the single-seat helm and galley with
overhead storage aft.
AbOVE From this angle, the curves of
transom and hull sheer lines create a
shapely appeal.
PHOTOS lEFT Down a couple of steps
from the saloon is the accommodation
deck featuring two cabins, including
a forward open-plan bunk room; A
separate head with enclosed shower is
on starboard just inside the entrance.
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mesmerised those on board the
photo boat. While that plumb bow
caressed the ocean’s surface, the
chines gracefully returned any rising
spray back from where it came.

finish reflected the ocean hues, while
she danced and weaved for the lens.
All too soon the camera was packed
away, the boats came alongside and I
stepped across onto an old flame.
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Matua.
By integrating Mastervolt’s CZone
system, each Semifly 32 can now
be fine-tuned to suit your mood
with the mere touch of a button.

seamless. It’s a very well-refined
system now which works brilliantly.”
Individual modes are
preprogrammed to suit the owner’s
taste in boating and these include
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Highs

•
•
•
•
•
•

AbOVE Taking the vee-berth
concept to a new level.

Glamorous, high-quality finish
Performance and ride
Superb attention to detail
Seamless, sociable layout

station has been further refined,
allowing twin tuna tubes to overflow
into the large livebait tank (keeping
the wet area confined). Once the
skipjack are safely swimming in
the jet streams, simply wash your
hands over the side thanks to the
clever knee-operated hand-wash
system.
It’s not often an old flame improves
with age but like a fine wine, it’s fair
to say that with its new features the
Dickey Semifly 32 has only increased
in value.

ART OF GOOD DESIGN
It’s no secret that good design equals
a good time on the water and Dickey
Boats is master of the art.
The company’s attention to design,
detail, innovation and commitment

lEFT As well as overhead storage,
there’s more in the galley unit itself,
including this whooper of a drawer.

I couldn’t fault this vessel!

the saloon floor.
to quality earned the company top
AbOVE Taking the vee-berth
Highs
concept to a new level.
The
plumb bow’s razor entry
honours and overall dominance (four
Glamorous, high-quality finish
lEFT As well as overhead storage,
also maximises
volume
gold awards) at the 2014 Hutchwilco
Performance andinternal
ride
there’s more in the galley unit itself,
Superb attention
detail
including
this whooper of a drawer.
and extends
the towaterline
length,
Boat Show. And not forgetting the
Seamless, sociable layout
allowing the Semifly 32 to OPPOSITE
offer a TOP The Dickey
Dickey Custom 850 was named one
Versatility encompasses
32 has the performance to
ride that’s
usually and
reservedSemifly
for her
12m
of Trade-A-Boat’ s Kiwi Kings in the
fishing, entertaining
match
stunning looks.
cruising
launches.
same year. The Custom 850 proved
OPPOSITE bElOW The separate
Customer-driven approach to
master cabin
On board,
exquisite attention
tois amidships
its worth by treating our crew of
design
(beneath the saloon floor) and
an athwatships double
detail and touches of classfeatures
feature
merry boating journos to more armto port, standing room and
Lows such as Corianberth
throughout,
table
wrenching kingfish than we could
storage.
I couldn’t fault this vessel!
and bench tops surrounded by
physically handle – ahhh, the sweet
luxurious and tastefully coloured
memories…
upholstery. Relaxing in the helm
Beneath a glamorous finish
the saloon floor.
to quality earned the company top
station has been further refined,
seat
offers
expansive
and
anrazor entry
lies the
heavy-duty
Dickey
Boats honours and
The plumb
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overall
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(four views
allowing
twin tuna tubes
to overflow
also maximises
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at the 2014Garmin
Hutchwilcopackage
the large
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consisting
Spaceinto
Frame
Interlocking
System.gold awards)
and extends the waterline length,
Show. And not forgetting the
the wet area confined). Once the
of twin 8012 MFD touchscreens,
– as impressive
to see in build as Boat
allowing the Semifly 32 to offer a
Dickey Custom 850 was named one
skipjack are safely swimming in
ride that’s
usually of
reserved for 12m
jet streams,
simply wash
s Kiwi Kings
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andinradar
put
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hands over the side thanks to the
same year. The Custom 850 proved
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information
at your
aluminium
hull, this unyielding its worth by
On board, exquisite attention to
clever knee-operated hand-wash
treating our crew of
fingertips
structure
provides benefits that merry boating
detail and touches of class feature
system.
journos to more armthroughout, such as Corian table
It’s notaoften
old flame
improves
than welow
couldmaintenance
Of course
range from
softanand
quiet
ride wrenching kingfish
and bench tops surrounded by
with age but like a fine wine, it’s fair
physically handle – ahhh, the sweet
equates
to
greater
enjoyment
to considerable
storage
beneath
luxurious and tastefully coloured
to say that with its new features the
memories…

•
•
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•

ART OF GOOD DESIGN
It’s no secret that good design equals
a good time on the water and Dickey
Boats is master of the art.
The company’s attention to design,
detail, innovation and commitment

“Th
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OPPOSITE bElOW The separate
master cabin is amidships
(beneath the saloon floor) and
features an athwatships double
berth to port, standing room and
storage.

Customer-driven approach to
design

Dickey Semifly 32 has only increased
in value.
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Interestingly, a comparison of
the performance/economy figures
from recent tests reveals little
variation in fuel economy. The
D6-400 at 3000rpm gave 25.5kts
using 2.01lt/nm, while the D6-370
at 3000rpm offered 25.5kts using
1.97lt/nm. But the 400hp offers
extra punch and another 2kts at
WOT (33.2kts vs 31.2kts). Both
options, though, will provide an
exceptionally smooth and quiet
drive.
An enclosed shower is now part
of the package and the brilliant bait

OPPOSITE TOP The Dickey
Semifly 32 has the performance to
match her stunning looks.

Versatility encompasses
fishing, entertaining and
cruising

Lows

•

the easily accessible Volvo Penta
D6-400. Matua’s owner opted for the
maximum rated power plant – the
first 400hp installation in a Semifly
32.

OPPOSITE TOP Bi-fold doors and
windows certainly create a seamless
flow between inside and out.
OPPOSITE bElOW l-r Blindingly
obvious is an excellent interior lighting
system; Wheelhouse space is smartly
utilised, a spacious dinette sits opposite
the single-seat helm and galley with
overhead storage aft.
AbOVE From this angle, the curves of
transom and hull sheer lines create a
shapely appeal.
PHOTOS lEFT Down a couple of steps
from the saloon is the accommodation
deck featuring two cabins, including
a forward open-plan bunk room; A
separate head with enclosed shower is
on starboard just inside the entrance.

Beneath a glamorous finish
lies the heavy-duty Dickey Boats
Space Frame Interlocking System.
– as impressive to see in build as
it is to ride on. Encased in a 6mm
aluminium hull, this unyielding
structure provides benefits that
range from a soft and quiet ride
to considerable storage beneath

upholstery. Relaxing in the helm
seat offers expansive views and an
extensive Garmin package consisting
of twin 8012 MFD touchscreens,
autopilot and radar put a wealth of
interchangeable information at your
fingertips
Of course low maintenance
equates to greater enjoyment

“Th
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Dickey Semifly 32

Dickey Semifly 32
Single 400hp Volvo Penta D6 with G3 Nibral Propellor

rPM
SPEED (KTS)
FUEl bUrN (lT/H)
ECONOMY (lT/NM)
670
3.4
1.4
0.41
1000
6
2.9
0.49
1500
8.4
10.68
1.27
2000
10.8
24.01
2.22
2200
13
28.33
2.19
2400
16.2
32.56
2.01
Sea Trials
2600
19.4
39.6
2.04
2800
22.3
43.29
1.95
Sea
3000 Trials
25.2
50.57
2.01
AbOVE The bait station
3200
28.2
60.71
2.16
module is also a work of
3400
31
66.33
2.14
art, the livebait tank now
Single
400hp
Volvo
Penta
D6
with
G3
Nibral
Propellor
3500
31.7
71.33
2.25
incorporating two tuna tubes.
3600
33.2
81.4
2.45
rPM
SPEED (KTS)
FUEl bUrN (lT/H)
ECONOMY (lT/NM)
“Good design equals a good time on the water and
OPPOSITE TOP Coming at
670
3.4
1.4
0.41
Sea trial figuresDickey
supplied
by
Volvo
Penta
*
Boats are masters of the art”
1000
6
2.9
0.49
you! The long, beefy bow of
Dickey Semifly 32
What’s in a Name?
1500
8.4
10.68
1.27
the Dickey Semifly 32 oozes a
SEAMLESS ENTERTAINER
2000sportsfishing10.8
and timeless
motorboat
On Matua’2.22
in mind – simply24.01
on classic
the water,
so soft-closing
s delivery voyage
2200
13
28.33
2.19
design.
X”,
select
either
drawers
throughout feature plastic 2400find your “Spot
from
Napier 2.01
to Auckland, the 3kW
16.2
32.56
STYLISH SPORTSFISHER
2600the gamefishing
19.4 or bottom fishing
39.6
componentry to eliminate the perils
through-hull2.04
CHIRP transducer
1.95
and a fully-armed43.29
of rot, strange odours or saltwater 2800CZone mode22.3
was put to the
test marking fish
84 tradeaboat.co.nz
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3000
25.2
50.57
2.01
damage. Where possible, Dickey 3200 cockpit will turn
atop a pinnacle
28.2 the art of fishing
60.71
2.16 in 730m of water. A
enjoyable 66.33
Boats fabricates in-house to ensure3400into an easygoing,
bait was dropped
31
2.14 down and a large
31.7 pillar-mounted
71.33
2.25
quality control and the availability 3500experience. Rear
bluenose was
brought back to the
3600
33.2
81.4
2.45
OPPOSITE TOP Coming at
you! The long, beefy bow of
the Dickey Semifly 32 oozes a
classic and timeless motorboat
design.

AbOVE The bait station
module is also a work of
art, the livebait tank now
incorporating two tuna tubes.

OPPOSITE TOP Coming at
you! The long, beefy bow of
the Dickey Semifly 32 oozes a
classic and timeless motorboat
design.

FAr lEFT Fold-down cleats
mean no fishing line tangles
and stubbed toes.

Single 400hp Volvo Penta D6 with G3 Nibral Propellor
rPM
670
1000
1500
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400
3500
3600

SPEED (KTS)
3.4
6
8.4
10.8
13
16.2
19.4
22.3
25.2
28.2
31
31.7
33.2

FUEl bUrN (lT/H)
1.4
2.9
10.68
24.01
28.33
32.56
39.6
43.29
50.57
60.71
66.33
71.33
81.4

lEFT Recessed anchor winch
and stubby bowsprit are an
unobtrusive construction.

ECONOMY (lT/NM)
0.41
0.49
1.27
2.22
2.19
2.01
2.04
1.95
2.01
2.16
2.14
2.25
2.45

bElOW The test boat was
powered by a 400hp Volvo
Penta D6 turbo-diesel, the
maximum power rating for the
Dickey Semifly 32.

*Sea trial figures supplied by Volvo Penta

on the water, so soft-closing
drawers throughout feature plastic
componentry to eliminate the perils
of rot, strange odours or saltwater
damage. Where possible, Dickey
Boats fabricates in-house to ensure
quality control and the availability
of parts for years to come.
The curved stainless steel
transom rail transforms into a
robust and rather large dive ladder
when required – although you’d
never know unless you’d seen it for
yourself.

While there’s little doubt that the
Dickey Semifly 32 is a work of art,
it’s also designed with serious

sportsfishing in mind – simply
find your “Spot X”, select either
the gamefishing or bottom fishing
CZone mode and a fully-armed
cockpit will turn the art of fishing
into an easygoing, enjoyable
experience. Rear pillar-mounted
rodholders are on hand for rigging
lures, while electric reel outlets will
make light work of those denizens of
the deep.
The self-draining cockpit also
features tackle boxes within thighheight gunwales and each heavyduty rodholder has been precisely
positioned for laying an enticing
lure pattern, while fold-down
cleats promise a snag-free cockpit
environment.

On Matua’s delivery voyage
from Napier to Auckland, the 3kW
through-hull CHIRP transducer
was put to the test marking fish
atop a pinnacle in 730m of water. A
bait was dropped down and a large
bluenose was brought back to the
surface.

Sliding open the bi-fold door
and rear window also offers a
seamless flow between the
cockpit and saloon for chilled
sundowners.
Dek-King synthetic teak flows
from the cockpit through to the
helm for maximum versatility and
ease of clean-up without sacrificing

The name Semifly hails from the raised helm
position (within the enclosed hardtop) which
enhances visibility while keeping the skipper
connected to the action and away from the
impact zones in rough weather.
Dickey Boat’s managing director jason
Dickey is a boatbuilder and marine engineer
who’s worked extensively on superyachts
overseas.
After long voyages at sea he found the flying
bridge to be the least comfortable and most
lonely place to be – hence the inclusive Semifly
range of launches was born.

rodholders are on hand for rigging
of parts for years to come.
lures,
while
electric
reel outlets
The curved stainless steel
figures
supplied
by Volvo
Penta will
*Sea trial
make light work of those denizens of
transom rail transforms into a
the deep.
robust and rather large dive ladder
sportsfishing in mind – simply
on the water, so soft-closing
The self-draining cockpit also
when required – although you’d
find your “Spot X”, select either
drawers throughout feature plastic
features tackle boxes within thighnever know unless you’d seen it for
the gamefishing or bottom fishing
componentry to eliminate the perils
height gunwales and each heavyyourself.
CZone mode and a fully-armed
of rot, strange odours or saltwater
duty rodholder has been precisely
will turn the art of fishing
damage. Where possible, Dickey
positioned for laying an enticing
STYLISH SPORTSFISHER cockpit
into an easygoing, enjoyable
Boats fabricates in-house to ensure
lure pattern, while fold-down
While there’s little doubt that the
experience. Rear pillar-mounted
quality control and the availability
cleats promise a snag-free cockpit
Dickey Semifly 32 is a work of art,
rodholders are on hand for rigging
of parts for years to come.
environment.
it’s also designed with serious
lures, while electric reel outlets will
The curved stainless steel
make light work of those denizens of
transom rail transforms into a
FAr lEFT Fold-down cleats
the deep.
robust
and rather large dive ladder
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toes.
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Recessed anchor winch
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bowsprit are an
height gunwales andand
each
heavyyourself.
unobtrusive construction.
duty rodholder has been precisely
The test boat was
an enticing
STYLISH SPORTSFISHER positioned for layingbElOW
powered
by a 400hp Volvo
Penta D6 turbo-diesel, the
lure pattern, while fold-down
While there’s little doubt that the
maximum power rating for the
Dickey Semifly
32.
cleats promise a snag-free
cockpit
Dickey Semifly 32 is a work of art,
environment.
it’s also designed with serious

surface.

SEAMLESS ENTERTAINER
Sliding open the bi-fold door
On Matua’s delivery voyage
and rear window also offers a
from Napier to Auckland, the 3kW
seamless flow between the
through-hull CHIRP transducer
cockpit and saloon for chilled
was put to the test marking fish
sundowners.
atop a pinnacle in 730m of water. A
Dek-King synthetic teak flows
lEFT Fold-down
bait wasFAr
dropped
down andcleats
a large
from themean
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through tangles
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versatility
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ease of clean-up without sacrificing
Dickey Semifly 32
lEFT Recessed anchor winch

SEAMLESS
ENTERTAINER
and stubby
bowsprit are an
unobtrusive
construction.
Sliding open
the bi-fold
door
and rear window also offers a
bElOW The test boat was
seamless
flow between the
powered by a 400hp Volvo
cockpit Penta
and saloon
for chilled
D6 turbo-diesel,
the
sundowners.
maximum power rating for the
Dickey
Semifly 32.
Dek-King
synthetic
teak flows
from the cockpit through to the
helm for maximum versatility and
ease of clean-up without sacrificing
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Highs equals a good time on the water and
“Good design
Dickeyon
Semifly
32 is
much more
than a boat –
• design equals a good“The
“Good
time
the
water
and
•
it’s an elegantly crafted work of art”
Dickey
Boats
are
masters
of
the
art”
•
AbOVE Taking the vee-berth
concept to a new level.

W
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Sea Trials

AbOVE The bait station
module is also a work of
art, the livebait tank now
incorporating two tuna tubes.

Glamorous, high-quality finish
Performance and ride

•
•
•
The name Semifly hails from the raised helm
position
(within in
the enclosed
hardtop) which
What’s
a Name?
enhances visibility while keeping
the skipper
Lows
connected to the action and away from the
•
impact zones in rough weather.

Seamless, sociable layout

What’s in a Name?

lEFT As well as overhead storage,
there’s more in the galley unit itself,
including this whooper of a drawer.

Dickey Boats are masters of the art”

Superb attention to detail
Versatility encompasses
fishing, entertaining and
cruising

Customer-driven approach to
design

I couldn’t fault this vessel!
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aluminium hull, this unyielding
structure provides benefits that
range from a soft and quiet ride
to considerable storage beneath
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interchangeable information at your
fingertips
Of course low maintenance
equates to greater enjoyment
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Dickey Semifly 32

lEFT No, you’re not seeing things – this
is a unique and quite pronounced chine
shape Dickey Boats has created for the
Glamorous,
high-quality finish
Semifly
32.
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Performance and ride
Superb attention to detail
Seamless, sociable layout
Versatility encompasses
fishing, entertaining and
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Customer-driven approach to
design
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I couldn’t fault this vessel!
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facts & figures
station has been further refined,
allowing twin tuna tubes to overflow
into the large livebait tank (keeping
the wet area confined). Once the
skipjack are safely swimming in
the jet streams, simply wash your
hands over the side thanks to the
clever knee-operated hand-wash
system.
It’s not often an old flame improves
with age but like a fine wine, it’s fair
to say that with its new features the
Dickey Semifly 32 has only increased
in value.

ART OF GOOD DESIGN
It’s no secret that good design equals
a good time on the water and Dickey
Boats is master of the art.
The company’s attention to design,
detail, innovation and commitment
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comfort or visual appeal.
The backrest of the lure-watching
seat is also removable, revealing a
lift-up servery for refreshments. A
few steps below lies the spacious
bathroom complete with a walk-in
shower.
The Semifly 32 sleeps six
beautifully, with comfortable
abodes and custom-made inner
sprung mattresses for home
comforts at sea. The forward
bunkroom and separate master
cabin design also offers versatility
for a family or accommodates up
to four mates on extended fishing
getaways.
Speaking of getaways, with the
Volvo Penta D6-400’s relatively flat
fuel burn hovering around 2lt/nm

(while between 10 and 31kts) you can
simply choose the speed that suits
your mood.
There’s 700lt of diesel and 200lt of
freshwater on tap for your exploration
of offshore reefs or secluded
anchorages.

THE LAST WORD
With its stunning finish, exceptional
functionality and timeless style the
Dickey Semifly 32 is much more than
a boat, it’s an elegantly crafted work
of art.
To quote Pablo Picasso: “Art washes
away from the soul the dust of
everyday life.”
This talented and stunning vessel
certainly has the refined elegance to
cleanse the mind, body and soul.

PEOPlE (DAY) 8
PEOPlE (NIGHT) 6
rEC. HP rANGE 350 to 400
FUEl 700lt
WATEr 200lt

ENGINE
MAKE/MODEl Volvo Penta D6-400
TYPE Inline six-cylinder turbocharged
diesel inboard
WEIGHT 785kg (inc. sterndrive
and prop)
rATED HP 400
DISPlACEMENT 5.5lt
GEAr rATIO 1.59:1
PrOPEllEr G3 Nibral Duoprops

MANUFACTURED & SUPPLIED
BY
DICKEY bOATS
28 Mersey Street,
Pandora, Napier
PHONE +64 6 834 1310
EMAIl info@dickeyboats.com
WEb dickeyboats.co.nz
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